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                                                             summary 

Objectives:- 

1. Research Work required hard work & Concentrations even if it is related to any field. 

2. This study will fulfill expectation of society of Dalits. 

3. Will open up new concept. 

4. Will develop social awareness. 

5. It will helpful to know whether writer is unbiased or not? To check whether they are bias for cystitis 

Illusion: 

Different type of literature available time to time. It is forced since beginning of 20th Century during discussion of modern 

culture. Some people see modernization is a result of development & constant modern thoughts. 

    Anumodernization have special characteristic in references of Place& language. Dalit naval katha mint for human 

pain, suffering problem & feeling. Writer use “ language “ as main source to create real chrractaristics of lead actor. He do not 

describe it as artificial or fashionable trend but as unavoidable character.  Dalitvad is the main honoree. Dalit litrrature is the key 

to promote Anu Adhuniktavad in Gujarati literature. 



   Special cheractaristic of speech, cherector, environment & types of speech create hormony between different 

cherector. Such type of special cherector gives this literature as key factor in Gujarati literature. Dalpat chuhan received such 

honour in Dalit Naval katha. Kishor sinh solanki have also follow this trend in his Naval katha. Both sahityakar’s main focus on 

various problem of society of Dalit, down prodan & exploided people. 

   Co relation of Society, Economic 7 religion can be established by detail study by Dalit & Bin Dalit Gujarati writer. Dalit 

writer closely monitor each movement of this Dalit society & they became part of it so they are in better position toexplain 

particular topic.  Reader experience of designated place, dresses, atmosphere, language, behavior, culture, tradition language 

etc. 

   Such type of research have not take place at an international level. This research is unique at international level 

because there is hardly any research on Gujarati Dalit Society at international level till date. 

   Lots of work on Dalit awareness have been done in various languages of other region of india. Even in Gujarati 

language also, lots of work has been done. I just want to add something on it by my writing. I am sure, coming generation will get 

ideas & inspiration from it. How this literature is different from earlier literature will also clarify by this study. 

   This study will encourage reader for more reading; will develop social commitment towards this society. Coming 

generation will aware of special characteristic of Dalit Naval Katha. 

 


